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Celanese products: p 6 
sometimes you see us 
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At Celanese, we always see 
people with potential. 

Sometimes it’s easy to spot our stake in life’s essentials. Like 
the millions of garments each year that display the trademarks 
of Fortrel® polyester and Arnel® triacetate 
fibers... because the manufacturers know they stand for 
quality. 

But that’s just one side of Celanese. Our 
petrochemicals are the makings of paints and 
pharmaceuticals. Our plastics are already big in auto and 
plumbing parts, and now you're buying them in 
lightweight beverage bottles and modern tennis 
rackets. Our polymer specialties stabilize foods, help 
produce oil and coat everything from cans to cars. 

We need skilled people to develop, 
manufacture and market these products— over 
$3 billion worth in 1979 and growing steadily. 
Chemists and engineers who enjoy challenge 
but not conformity... who enjoy the freedom 
and opportunity to be creative in an 
environment where traditional ways of 
doing things aren’t considered the only 
ways. 

If you'd like to build a future with Celanese, just ELANESE 
ask your placement officer to arrange an interview with An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V 
us. Or write to Tom Clark at Celanese Corporation, 
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036. Fortrel® is a trademark of Fiber Industries, Inc., a subsidiary of Celanese Corporation.
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ME’S EE'S 

v Om - X INNOVATE. See your ideas become reality. 
ae vy ee At Gilman your engineering involvement is 

> oes total. And it’s hands-on. 

j ACHIEVE. Realize the professional accom- 
plishment your talents demand. Gilman of- 

fers the challenges to make that happen, to- 
day more than ever before. 

W A staggering backlog of orders, combined 
with new sales, provide the stability and the 

t incentive for EE’s and ME’s with engineer- 
ci ing experience in special production ma- 

 . i chinery. If that’s you, investigate the dy- 
5 namic and very rewarding world only a 

: a \ leader can offer—Gilman Engineering. 

5) ce RS | Salaries are competitive. Benefits are out- 
| standing. 

Send a letter or resume, in complete confi- 
dence to: 

Harry Olson 
Department #WE2 

GILMAN ENGINEERING 
& MANUFACTURING CO. 

MA Division of Giddings & Lewis, Inc. 

305 WEST DELAVAN 
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN 53545 

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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The design demands of new generations 
TRW meets of electronic systems continually raise the 

standards of component reliability and 

the challenges 9": 
TRW’s Electronic Components Group 
meets these challenges with frequent 

of today, improvements of its existing products and 
the development of new ones. From basic 
resistors, capacitors and inductors, to 

so you can state-of-the-art semiconductors, fiber optic 
connectors and LSI circuits, ee are oer 
300 TRW product lines to meet the needs o} 

meet the today’s electronic engineers. 

For you, tomorrow's engineer, the 
Cc ha | le nges challenges for new designs and product 

applications will be even more demanding 
... but TRW will have the products 

of tomorrow. necessary for you to meet them. You might 
even contribute to their development, 
by joining the design staff of the 
TRW Electronic Components Group. 

TRW. Your partner in the future. 
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Water over the dam  — 

by David Barnas 

Photo courtesy of the Wisconsin State Historical Society 

The development of alternative : 

energy sources has been the topic of 

extensive research in the last few 

years. David Barnas, a sophomore in 

Civiland Environmental Engineering 

at UW-Madison, is becoming a part 

of this research effort. As a member 

of Triangle (a social-professional en- 

gineering society) he is investigating 

the background for a project to be 

entered in this year’s Engineering So j 

Expo. We asked David to provide us (me 2 J es 

with information that he has gath- fe, ——— = : a! ge is 

ered on an alternative energy source ie ve | le a — : : - eh 

in Wisconsin. ; a | ” ao sy 

In 1882, nearly 100 years ago, — tr y TO opt 

the world’s first hydropower plant ) ye | mee bE | | as : 

was put into operation in Appleton, 3 es a | : ee 

Wisconsin. First used in Wisconsin’s Ree i | | iW . a 

paper industry for grinding pulp, ) aoe | , eee eis) \ oe Se 

hydropower was producing 45 per- , omer i ia ’ || LAIN a fe 

cent of the state’s energy by 1945. i a | | ‘ pk (| Del rh 

Today, in 1980, it produces less . Sees Be aN aed ~ — 

than 3 percent of our energy. In re- ae tes ja, calli, Vi Ba | 

sponse to the dwindling supplies of — "S@0E Fs BN . : lt — Be -| 

coal and oil, the government and re- a Hitt MI | ‘ a | 

searchers are re-evaluating hydro- me Se i a 

power’s potential as an energy u  _& 

source. —— : L 
Since hydropower makes use of me 1 _ | . i 

water motion to generate energy, re- | #7 |) SSS 4 e a P —_— 6h 

gions with easy access to flowing wa- | a ’ i — et <3 

ter become areas of prime interest. Oo | al ‘ lll saree - x 

Naturally Wisconsin, with its plenti- i a eee cane oo 

ful rivers, is one of these areas. Cur- a nae cy ghee a 

rently, the government is making an [eS 4 fe 0  - ie 

effort to re-establish hydroelectric ie ce : Be 

power as a viable source of energy Ls Ta ; : : ; | : 

through the use of these waterways. . ' - 

In 1979, Washington, D.C. was the 

scene of the first international sym- — Now a state historical site, the Appleton hydropower station was the first 

posium on the potential of small- of its kind. 

scale hydropower production. Fol- 

lowing this step, the government be- 

gan a full-scale evaluation of the na- 

3



Photo courtesy of the Wisconsin State Historical Society 

: ” Dg Salata ,  tion’s hydro-electric potential, ini- 
a’ tr tiated studies of hydropower’s en- 

. saat Rod Bg = Vironmental impact, and began a 
i ieee a x ; series of economic incentives to en- 

gt ee Se eg pe : oe | SP UIAEE ES HG 
ae | a | EI thi oon mt ce . : sh Hydropower’s Potential 
a: x F c, i a ey ; DRE fo tas The U.S. Army Corps of Engi- 

tab \" Pe\ & : ee e _ neers, the U.S. Department of Inte- 
ae pele Vii eae Bee PF 4 rior-Water and Power Resources Ser- 

ed oe ee ‘ o rk vices, and the Department of Energy 
SS Sa on pe at are the major agencies involved in 

aac eee the initial assessment of our hydro- 
ee a power potential. Their findings iden- 

a tify four alternatives to increase hy- 
aa dropower’s use: Upgrading existing 

a arr DA de dams and generating equipment; in- 
"2 stalling additional new equipment; 

For decades, small hydropower plants, such as this one in Spooner, were developing of dams with no present 

common sights in Wisconsin. generating facilities; and construct- 
ing new dams and generating plants 

where none presently exists. The 
first of these alternatives is the most 

Photo courtesy of the Wisconsin State Historical Society economical. 

oN i. a a . The greatest potential for hydro- 
' ay = -— —* | SCSsépower ‘in the U.S. lies in the Pacific 
= ahs } aoa PO ell Northwest and the New England 

sy \3 a, pe ‘areas. The U.S. Army Corps of En- 
2) AL ae fe gineers reports a potential 21,000- 

iy i if i 4 i. megawatt capacity, if existing hydro- 
, | 1 | all electric dams are refurbished. An ad- 
— | a | ‘yO aa ditional 33,600 megawatts of po- 

| me ey a. tential could be developed if power- 
‘i as 7 " : ns houses were installed at some dam 
= mera 7 ios ms — sites. (These figures are based upon 
vo oi a | = L | a nf. = ~—-5,000 dams nation-wide deemed eco- 

Tropa eat r- Ff nomical and technically feasible to 
eee i ] ah — . tehabilitate). If the dam already 
LO i | to “a exists, small-head hydroelectric pow- 

; ¥ | a ™ me et facilities could be installed in as 
f : _ to little as three years. 

* ; e _~ ae | _ The 1979 Preliminary Inventory \ e . iin, oe ~ eof Hydropower Resources concludes i 2 eee ~ that Wisconsin has 213 sites with hy- —— a = 4 : — = dropower potential. Eighty-four of 
' oa a a : os the 213 sites are generating electric 4 \ \ a A spower, and 145, including the afore- 

a 4 : oe, oe Ses mentioned 84, have incremental po- 1 Ree of ~  ~=—— tential. 
es PPE TAT IT RRAD > _— | The total installed capacity in 
Vo” AE Peal ro Wisconsin, as of 1978, was 456 mega 

: MAX ecot). rk. . watts. The 1979 estimated capacity 
Though not technically advanced, the Appleton facility proved that hy- was 10,027 megawatts. 
dropower was a viable source of energy. Advantages and Disadvantages 

Incremental development of hy- 
dropower has many environmental 
and societal advantages. If a river is 

4 
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‘unning smoothly and in proper thy dam sites. The goal of the Rural available for investments at sites 

squilibrium, slight changes in oxygen Energy Initiatives (REI) program, where there is existing generating ca- 

content and temperature will occur. currently being coordinated by the pacity. The new credit is in addition 

However, the installation of addi- Department of Energy, is 100 dams _ to the long-standing 10 percent in- 

tional equipment can make these funded by 1981 and 300 by 1985. vestment tax credit. Secondly, tax- 

changes negligible. Many agencies are participating exempt status has been authorized 

There are several drawbacks to in- _ in the effort to provide financial as- for industrial development bonds, 

cremental development. An erratic sistance. About 15,000 applicants providing for generating facilities at 

river flow cannot produce constant are being screened by the U.S. Corps existing dams. 

energy and is therefore unsuitable of Engineers. So far, twenty-eight Clearly, the recent legislation con- 

for use. Locating replacement parts loans have been granted to cover the cerning hydropower is in response to 

for older generators is difficult. The cost of feasibility studies and the dwindling availability of other ener- 

cost of erecting transmission lines in cost of obtaining a license. More are gy sources. Developing our total na- 

isolated areas may prove prohibitive. being added as the policies and pro- tion-wide hydropower potential 

These and other considerations must cedures are finalized. The program would save an estimated $1.35 bil- 

be judged objectively: this will not provides $50,000 or 90 percent of lion per year. Furthermore, small- 

be an easy task. the cost with the stipulation that the — scale hydropower provides individu- 

direct loan is negated if the site als and communities with a means of 

Economic Incentives proves unworthy. becoming energy independent. Hope- 

Three hundred million dollars Two provisions in the Crude Oil fully, the return of hydropower as a 

have been allocated to pay for feasi- Windfall Profits Tax of 1980 affect viable source of energy in Wisconsin 

bility studies of selected small dams small hydro projects. First of all, will become a reality in the near fu- 

and to finance construction of wor- there is an 11 percent tax credit ture. 

ee Photo courtesy of the Wisconsin State Historical Society 
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In the past, Wisconsin relied heavily on hydropower, but few plants remain in operation today. 
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your ideal h Ww and your ideal hometown. 

You can have both at TI. 
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Your kind of work. Your kind Li WW Ge be ”>--| ° Continued development of three- of town. fea pay (4A “ @ ~ “| dimensional seismic data i h ‘ : , : You don't have to give up one to i ye Wee ee 7 gathering and processing, an get the other at Texas Instruments. Li oe i Ate a exclusive approach to petroleum 
Tl has dozens of hometowns. aaa a oe fe ke exploration. 

ee bight be blue skies —~ ae ee * Developed a microprocessor- 
and sports cramps: We give you p ZZ mois controlled Loran C receiver for Dallas. Houston. Austin. Or Lub- navigation and a VHF/EM 
bock, Texas. EPROMs) and 64K-bit EPROM (the __ transceiver for marine tou OW New ial ke only EPROM available with this communications. autumns? We can make you ha : : in Attleboro, Mass. * ppy pata ee ana the:6ak Today, you can have the kind of 

You want a dramatic change? Penenes _ career you want without compro- How about Singapore. Madrid. . Expanded its microprocessor mising your lifestyle. 
Nice. Buenos Aires. Or Tokyo. family with new peripherals and People join TI for love of tech- 

You can wind up almost any- minicomputer subsystems. nology. They stay for a lot of 
where when you get with TI. * Accelerated development of high- reasons. Sead Brhe. 

Career-shopping at TI is a trip performance structures and aa 34-page picture 
itself. Through technology. processes required to continue | teem tc ae y F eonle 

You have more than 20 major the company’s leadership in Le See al ewe are pe, 
product fields to pick from. And semiconductor components. m oppo rtunities And 
oe leaders mn Tee of nem. * Introduced the first commercial 2 eee send us your resume SP SASMple, Uh Tecenty: equipment using magnetic eager in confidence to 
* Strengthened product leadership in bubble technology. George Berryman, ° 
MOS memories, with the introduc- * Achieved high-volume produc- P. O. Box 225474, if 
tion of the new 8K-bit EPROM tion of the.most sophisticated Dept. CH1, MS 67, | (40% faster than other available handheld calculator on the market. Dallas, TX 75265. 
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Fate: the driving force 
TC 

by Rob Scheibe 

Engineering students have the op- neath its cardboard body was placed tered when the Fatemobile leaves 

portunity to joina multitude of or- the heart of this incredible machine: — them in the dust fumbling for excus- 

ganizations here at the UW-Madison. a 180-horsepower turbocharged Cor- es about how the sun was in their 

Rob Scheibe. a senior in Mechanical  vair engine. In the truest of Team eyes. 

Engineering, is a founding member of Fate tradition, it was shod with a Currently, however, the Fatemo- 

the newest, and certainly the most set of old racing tires and painted in bile engine is down for repairs. (One 

unique club ever organized on the the distinctive Team Fate color of its connecting rods chose to de- 

Engineering Campus. scheme: flat black. Finally, it was part from the crankshaft during the 

christened ‘The Fatemobile’. last race.) As of late, there has been 

Walking around the engineering The Fatemobile has always been a __ talk of retiring this masterpiece to 

campus, you may have noticed a colorful addition to the slalom races — the Team Fate Memorial Museum in 

number of black tee-shirts with a around Madison and Milwaukee. favor of a new car, Fatemobile II. 

white skull and crossbones on the When the local slalom “‘pros’’, Team Fate is more than just an 

front and a bold white ‘Team Fate’ dressed in their silver glow-in-the- organization: it is a tradition, a by- 

on the back. You may have been dark driving jackets, arrive in their word, and a way of life. And, al- 

puzzled as to what they meant. Is it gleaming cars they can be seen cau- though The Fatemobile may be 

the insignia of a softball league. a tiously keeping their distance from ‘down for the count’, there’s no 

bowling league, a club, or a motor- the Fatemobile. They stand back doubt that Team Fate will make 

cycle gang? The answer is, a little of snickering and looking condescend- sure that the Fatemobile continues 

each. Perhaps the latest issue of Gef- ingly down their noses, past their de- its great tradition. (That is. if the 

ting Around defined it best as, “Team signer sunglasses, at the Fatemobile. team’s supply of Point beer holds 

Fate Timing Association: A social or- Often, though their pride is shat- up!) 

ganization open to all students inter- 

ested in high performance automo- 

tive engineering.” . i aciea : 

Usually referred to as simply as shies i LO aay: 3 ough ica a 3 saga 

‘Team Fate’, the organization is com- , id ec a tel 

prised of over seventy members, in- eae ee ee Us 

cluding several faculty. The govern- —— were eee A a it. 

ing of Team Fate is handled collec- A in sthiltimapasaglatn mg: Ulm 

ively. as all members are automatic- a +49 ABs me om: 2 ae 

ally elected president upon joining. anion cmmmmaae =aaal a Be * " aK 

It all began in the spring of 1971 ——_—- ‘a ; mo te 5 

when Electrical Engineering Profes- : — eee a el g® 7 

sor Andy Frank earned the unoffi- < al Ss a3 pag x ar 4 

cial title of ‘Professor Fate’, after a Sty weer <a EI aie 

character in a late 1960’s movie, The : ‘te, gs = Ley a - 

Great Race. It was then that he and * ee a Os bn 

several students (after a quick course he nl “@ : ~& ’ 

in vehicle dynamics) built a race car nate Ry ¥ i 

out of scrap tubing and iron and an a oe x 

array of surplus Corvair parts. <— ‘aaa nee 

The car was built over a 4-month ei . 

period during lunch hours and idle : = 

Friday nights over a few Point beers 

(the official beer of Team Fate). Be- Team Fate's pride and joy: ‘The Fatemobile’ 

7



NCR means: @S 

VLSI technology 
pe 

Communications network architecture 

Data communications 

Migration path engineering 

Virtual systems 

Interactive transaction processing 

intelligent terminals 

Microelectronics 

and... 

opportunity to be in the forefront of these and other significant on-going 
development areas. 

NCR means everything from microprocessor chips to mainframes. And being part of 
a company that puts as much emphasis on software development as it puts on hardware 
development. It means contributing, not to isolated components, but to total systems— 
integrated, working solutions to specific customer needs. 

In short, NCR means an opportunity to grow. To excel. To help shape the future of an 
organization that in little over 10 years has become the second largest computer company 
in worldwide revenues. 

Find out what we can offer you at NCR locations throughout the U.S. We typically have 
openings in research and development, engineering and manufacturing, sales and 
marketing, operations, finance or human resources 
development. Contact your Placement Office, or write 
to Corporate College Relations, C43 
NCR Corporation, Dayton, Ohio 45479. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer Complete Computer Systems 
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Me toMy oN coe Ue 

We're energetic people with our hands in many different PGT os CMM UN Lao) Cea Cele Lo a sire Kane pagel) 

wide variety of backgrounds and bring all sorts of skills to bear on Pace rb eee Cnc Moccia kueaty 

products, family entertainment, can manufacturing, metal recycling, real estate CE yyeetaeaetete mp c-t1l 

ear een errno MOC eRe nice ao SU RIAO and creators of 
Budweiser, Michelob, Michelob Light, Busch, Natural and Wurzburger Hofbrau. 

Right now the people of Anheuser-Busch are looking for more enthusiastic, friendly people to add to our talent 

PAM Cort chatrc bcc sock nC NE Ce of adventure about work andcareers. 

wy» fy) 

CENTRAL ENGINEERING 
B.S.M.E. - M.E.’s will gain experience in such diverse fields as material handling, equipment layout, piping 

RCO neCnmct cre toon tbe Monty RPMs ctatetasteeEcteaec peters Cponteloat-tetel 

high-speed bottle and can packaging. B.S.E.E. - E.E.’s can expect to be working in such areas as electrical 

POTEET TCR ict Mm anwoa ciel Orme Tut BC Mea) well as industrial and commercial 

lighting, electrical control circuits, and systems control. 

GUN eso M Tem ea taa me Crlco ETC ET IOAN cenl the opportunity to work on a project from conception to 

completion. 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
Our Corporate Industrial Engineering Department POT oan eeTyesevtel apo a ete OC inet Teel -stecoa tel 4 Mbesvb oo) 

at the B.S. and M.S. degree levels. These positions will be project oriented and will include assignments in 

STC MCO CMTC m to ccoetompt ala) revision, plant design and layout, and evaluation of major 

capital expenditure opportunities and alternatives. 

2 aT my x 7 
CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM 

Opportunities exist in our Corporate Management Training Program for individuals with leadership ability 

and Engineering degrees. Under this one-year program, college graduates are exposed to all aspects of 

RAT eset buon cr Cen ter oot naM ble Cy yoo tee) “home” department, as well as in 

staff and line organizations to learn through observation and on-the-job practice. At the end of the year-long 

course, trainees are assigned to a management or professional position. 

The Corporate Management Training Program includes classroom instructionin managementtechniques, but 

Pete hiram Ost aa Kune komt suse se Mog eb RASS COPE reMAotcoe som ae b mse! 

Perreboo mG huCir etc ec Cn cas toag seu C lectin 

SATE UAT B tee maemo CK ws eco sitlaey WANG y eatin Cm but mcm omet olla conceteg 

placement officer, or write to the people of Anheuser-Busch at: 

») D>) 7 Dy al 

ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES, INC. 
Corporate Employment 

College Recruiting ; 

721 Pestalozzie St. Louis, Missouri 63118 

An Equal Opportunity Employer WA 
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The Camp Randall crash: fact or fiction? 
by Russ Poeppel 

The WE sought the real story on ae SS r—— a banning of the “Bud Song” ritual oa  —ri‘“OOOO—C—OC—COCO  . at Camp Randall. Russ Poeppel i dC —™ found it, and more. Russ is a sopho- fis / — —rr—~—~”—.COCOtw«w‘CSrsiS*s~S:*=“‘C™COWN more majoring in Electrical and Com- mune a .,rr—r—s~s~SsSCS __ 

Around a year ago, Badger fans ie my gs rl tue noe aa Fae hlUl!lUelLlhlULmh:hUmUmUmUmhmUmUmUmUmCrUmUmU,DUmUrCrC™C~*~SC~C~—iCisSSCS sitting in the upper deck area of ao. el ~<——‘_—<C<—r”rti—™~T Camp Randall stadium noticed vi- mre ea ee i, 
brations of the deck while the fa- A oo erty oN £2 lr | mous “Bud Song” was being played. oa a oe oe Fo elt. o a . Pees ae ~ yt ie TS iw ge a a rl These movements alarmed university a Bo ba ee Li Cf officials. Consequently, engineering Byes et i pert a L Oe a experts were called in to find the ial eae a jg figs cause of the vibrations, to inspect = Tis ie a, es Tea «3 cok the deck for damage, and to deter- SS : Baits. eG |. os “Sg mine whether these movements eee Aa 2. ioe ee were a threat to the safety of the ee —— Bee “ge : = I) sa ear et oo et building, or more importantly, the wa a a i 7 YG ates fans. One of these experts was Pro- Ea ow aN 7 es ie — ee fessor Bill Saul, from the Department © Nia? Wy oA a ' aa = = a 
of Civil and Environmental Engineer- VE! a i Al i ail a ee a ing, UW-Madison. His findings are as MBG ee iy a7 || a a SS 

The deck’s movement is the result (gaa 4 sa oe ey D4 el ee of sympathetic vibrations. This 5 aan ‘ eS oe means that vibrations in one object ol Leas | 3S : he i oe can be transferred to another object. _ 
An example of this is the rattling of | Concrete supports can be seen reaching out over the lower stadium. This 
a window by a loud noise. The ener- unusual design eliminates the need for columns which would block the view 
gy of the sound waves is transferred from the lower decks. 
into the window and is then dissi- 
pated in the form of vibrations. son to the beat of the “Bud Song”, moved in and out of the laser beam. When all of the energy absorbed is the deck absorbs this energy through The distance that the deck moved dissipated, the window stops rattling. sympathetic vibration and begins to was found to be a mere tenth of an The frequency at which an object move. inch. 
will vibrate, as a result of sympathet- You may be wondering, “How far Additional measurements were ic vibration, is called the fundamen- does the deck actually move?” To acquired through the use of three tal frequency. determine this, Professor Saul used a seismometers. Through inspection of| The fundamental frequency of modern measuring technique which the seismometer data, it was found the deck has been calculated to be involves the use of a laser. A mark that the vibrations stopped almost approximately 2.3 hertz, which just — was placed on the deck area anda immediately after the music ended. happens to the beat of the “Bud thin laser beam was focused on it This occurs because the building is Song”. Therefore, as multitudes of — from an adjacent building. As the well damped. Damping is a term for ecstatic fans jump and stomp in uni- deck vibrated, the marker was the energy dissipated as the object 
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The reason for the initial concern is readily apparent. Collapse of the upper deck would endanger hundreds of fans. 

is vibrated at its fundamental fre- es = SS SS =: quency. An object which is well z 2 =| |g SSS SS = SS SSS Ss 
damped will dissipate a large amount eS eS (= SSS SSS = 
of energy. Due to the massiveness s LL__ — SS SSS SESS SS 
and the relative inflexibility of the KL SS SS OSE 
cement structure, it is highly resis- ‘y A : ———S S— 
tant to vibration and therefore, it / Pr ii SS 
only takes a short period of time ANY , fea 
for the deck to dissipate its incurred =. ' : Cig 
energy. Ro o The movement of the deck is very 9 ¥s.4* ae cf : i oe 
small when one considers the fact eet hes Pad Oe ee that tall buildings will sway anum- Gag) EP oe ‘et a ber of feet. Also, the entire mass is mw | gs a : e 
moving simultaneously. If it were ia. ae i" fo —— i : ; 4 Bo ig as 2 not for this, the cement would buck- ee Ce a | a A) di hte. 
le and separate slightly as it is moved, r | Si AF i wy he h L ~ 
causing structural damage. An inspec- i A P ipa Can! Med 

i 5 . syenle < eg , ee Tie fai . tion of the structure revealed no such ay ‘ ‘ Y ae fee. cae : 
damage to Camp Randall Stadium. OS ; - i man fil! : be Ba Therefore, because the deck move- i. vipa ; . a ; 
ment is very small and because the Sol OF r " i as 
deck is vibrating as an entire mass, 

these movements are of no threat to J 1966, the upper deck nears completion. 
the building or the safety of the fans. 

The “Bud Song’’, however, is no long- 
er played during the game in consid- 

eration of the more timid Badger fans 

who feel uncomfortable sitting in a 

deck which seems to be dancing 

along with the music. 
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After you leave 
e 

the ivy-covered walls, 
9. e 

e 

don't rush into a career down the primrose path. 
Finally, you're out. At Northern Telecom, your attractions of the Triangles three 

All those hard years of study career path will be one of prestigious universities and you 

and struggle, grades and grief. exceptional growth, unlimited can see that we are surrounded by 

Over. ground-floor opportunities, and worthwhile activities for every 

Now it’s time for your career continual challenge in a state- family member. 

to start off right. With the sky- of-the-art environment. You'll be Join us at Northern Telecom 

rocketing telecommunications involved in the development of the and step into the Digital World®. 

segment of the electronics industry. _ finest Central Office Telephone Enjoy the challenges of a 

And with an innovative indus- Equipment in the world today.And demanding, state-of-the-art 

try leader: Northern Telecom. you'll enjoy the casual lifestyle of workplace and the relaxation 

Northern Telecom wasamongthe North Carolina, one of the greatest —_ afforded by your choice of our 

first to introduce digital central of- southeastern states. many leisure activities. 

fice switching systems. Within the Living in the Raleigh, North See the Northern Telecom file 

next four years, Northern Tele- Carolina-Research Triangle area, in your College Placement Center. 

com's sales are expected to hit$4 you can enjoy our mild (but four Or send your resume to: College 

Billion. And just recently, our $20 seasons) climate that enables you _— Relations Manager, Northern 

million Research Triangle facility to roam our national forests, Telecom, Inc., Telco Group, 1000 

was completed to accommodate wildlife areas and seashores. Add Wade Avenue, Raleigh, North 

that growth. to this the educational oppor- Carolina 27605. 

tunities, cultural and sports An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H 
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SETS THE STANDARDS. 

The ELECTRONICS and SPACE DIVISION of Emerson’s ELECTRONICS and SPACE DIVI- 
Emerson Electric. Broad-based in product line. SION is located in St. Louis, Missouri. Historic, 
International in scope and influence. An innova- Cosmopolitan. St. Louis is a city that boasts 
tor...setting the standards that others will many recreational and entertainment opportuni- 
follow for years to come. Emerson lists Flexible ties as well as a superior standard of living. 
Armament Systems, Tactical Rockets, Airborne 

Ground Sensors, Radar and much more among The ELECTRONICS and SPACE DIVISION of 
its accomplishments. Emerson leads the industry in quality and inno- 

vation. We offer top salaries and comprehensive 
benefits, as well as a superior professional en- 
vironment. To learn more about these and other 
career opportunities, write to: 

CAREERIOPRORLUNITES Manager, Personnel Resources 
@@ fT ff feesion 
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The calculated risk of freshman registration 
by John Wengler 

Perhaps the most important ritual Freshman registration: it’s the ment committee line, sincerely doubt- 

of the semester, registration can be a __ first cold slap in the face of the ing that he would ever make it 

Srustrating experience. Freshman, fledgling engineer, the first taste of through his college career if they 

especially, are acutely affected by hard college reality. Anyone who has closed that last section of Chemistry. 

this process. A first taste of bureau- been through it (and lived) probably (Sure enough, they did.) Entering 

cracy combined with the enormity remembers all too well how they the Red Gym at the end of the day, 

of a Big Ten school results in a very were sure they would never make it he paid his tuition, even though his 

harrowing experience. John Wengler, through the labyrinths of academic course list was incomplete and his 

a native of Wilmette, Illinois, pro- bureaucracy. class schedule added salt to the 

vides the details. John is a Civil and This freshman engineer found him- wound with its numerous 7:45 a.m. 
Environmental Engineering freshman. self at the end of yet another assign- lectures. All this Madison freshman 

2 eee 5 : a 
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The first letter of the student’s last name bears a direct relationship to his place in line. 
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could do was to wonder whether it Another source of uncertainty is ing College. Since the engineering 

was all worth it, and call home with directly related to the freshman him- campus accounts for the largest por- 

the bad news. self. When applying to the university, tion of university growth, new ac- 

As with all engineering problems, he will declare an intended major. ceptance requirements are also being 

we can attempt to examine the enig- He may change this major before he _ put into effect to limit the enroll- 

ma of freshman registration difficul- arrives at the SOAR program or be- ment to a healthier number. Also, 

ties with the aid of mathematical fore he arrives in Madison in the fall. | those who are already in the engi- 

equations. Our given variables are This uncertainty in the student’s neering college will have to earn the 

Dean Liedel’s Office of Freshman mind is difficult for the departmental right to remain, as a new GPA re- 

Engineering and some 1176 new stu- planners to anticipate. The possible quirement has been installed to en- 

dents. Dean Liedel’s responsibilities | error could include: sure only the hard-working take the 

are vast, so he is assisted by Profes- (% change major: pre-soar + % few seats available. 

sors Greenfield and Maxwell, for change major: pre-registration) Having finished with registration, 

whom registration is only 1/2 and x (1176) the freshman can only return to his 

1/3 of their appointed duties, respee- This explains the number of sections — empty dorm room with a hollow 

tively. The rest of the office staff in- that were not filled, and the number _ feeling inside. He looks at the calen- 

cludes: one secretary, four or five stu- of sections that had to be added at dar and starts counting the days un- 

dents, and six professors, who are the last minute. til Christmas. Hopefully things will 

assigned to assist. The total for these and other work out for him, as they always 

If we take the staff and divide it problems that occur are found to be seem to in Madison. With the cam- 

by the number of freshmen, we find: directly proportional to the number _ pus growth and the dedication of 

(Dean Liedel) + 4% (Prof, Green- of phone calls from angry parents its students and faculty, the univer- 

Field) + 1/3 (Prof, Maxwell) + (12 demanding to know why their kids sity should always be able to pro- 

member staff) 1176 freshman ate paying so much and receiving so duce outstanding graduating classes 

to be equal to quite a registration little for it. —successful seniors who never 

workload. For those students who In response, the University is ini- thought they would make it through 

were unsuccessful in registration, the tiating some changes in the Engineer- freshman registration. 

office continues to work to create 
new sections or find satisfactory ree 4 a fil iy) Sa 
placement courses for them. The : | i: Ul: re. eS eg oo ae i 

energy put in by the office is always ie a as ay Be ye RE BE Oe eae 

appreciated by those who seek their J) eet Bt inst aaa aD a a oe. 

help, but these advisors cannot seek | #0 Rati. ae lite. l lveieeer : kw ee ie 
out each student; as a result, there a ae asi Mee Lae ae ey. : 
are always a few students who are is ha om 7 eer che ya Sg ao 

disappointed, strat a | 8 eae ay fos ee as 
major source of registration ey { 5°63 i 443) Qe a Ba ay: ae a > ae o et, ld 

| woes comes from the uncertainty of Pan ) a Be) Ld ER Sk Pile 4 2 

the faculty course planners as to how #4 Ds Odi es = ot Pi uaa my in 
many sections will be in demand for [Jaa @ Kae NT i Mea 1 i  ) , 

the next semester. There are many oe eon eee ia 
factors of error involved here. The ™ . ci Co 3 
first is the fact that the departments "Ai. Sa asl ed —— 
must decide how many sections will ee OH. Ae —— 
be needed months before registra- — A ME —- |. 
tion even enters the minds of the ee Lee ; | 
new freshmen. The decisions must aie, AT eet = 

be printed in the timetable, which en. ee ee 7 ay 
: : > ‘ —e - ao . Z a 

in itself takes months of planning, ie er ea : le So 

editing, printing, and distribution. Bos Co ae 

We find a direct relationship between om AG : : Oo 

time and the number of things that As his list of desired courses approaches zero, the student finds himself at 

can go wrong: the limit of his patience. 
(Decisions & number of months 

before registration)+ (Number of 
things that could go wrong) = 

Tricky Business 
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I 1 I 1 nnovation at Intel. 
(nn 

Innovation is the quality during the 1970s, awesome as You'll also have access to If you are innovative, 
we prize over all others at it was, will be far surpassed by information. All you need to and if you are about to receive 
Intel. We should. Our company _ the innovations of the 1980’. make effective decisions. Com- _a technical degree in electrical, 
is built on it. We plan to lead another revo- munications here are open due — chemical, or industrial engi- 

Twice during the last lution in microelectronics—a to our unique matrix manage- neering, computer science, 
decade our innovations revolu- revolution that will involve not — ment organization where solid state physics, materials 
tionized the world of micro- only putting a computer on a planning responsibilities are science. or business: or if 
electronics—first with semicon- chip, but actually embedding shared among various groups you're about to receive a non- 
ductor memory, then with the the operating system. The com- in specialized fields. technical degree in business. 
computer-on-a-chip. Our inno- — puter-with-software on a chip! You'll be rewarded on finance, accounting. and other 
vations resulted in twelve The opportunities are performance, not seniority. related fields, we'd like to talk 
products that are now industry nothing short of dazzling. And — Consider how important this with you. 
standards, and seven major obviously, the quality we want _ can be to you, a college Send your résumé now 
semiconductor fabrication in people joining us now is the graduate. to Intel Corporation at the 
processes. same one that propelled us We can offer you a vari- location of your preference. 

Innovation is what from ground zero just twelve ety of career opportunities in California: Intel College 
prompted BUSINESSWEEK _ years ago into the pre-eminent _all disciplines of engineering. Relations. 3065 Bowers Avenue. 
to call Intel “the premier tech- _ position we enjoy today. technical marketing and sales. Santa Clara, CA 95051 
nology-based growth company We have a great deal to production management. pro- Oregon: Intel College 
of the 19708” And FORTUNE offer you. duction planning. and finance. Relations, 5200 N.E. Elam 
to include Intel’s computer-on- If you join us, you'll And you can have your Young Parkway. Hillsboro, 
a-chip as one of “the ten most — work on a small project- choice of five locations where OR 97123 
impressive American business _ oriented team. We'll give you the quality of life is high: Arizona/Texas/New 
triumphs in a tumultuous responsibility—and expect you — California’ San Francisco Pen- — Mexico: Intel College Rela- 
decade” And FORBES to to contribute—right from the insula: Portland, Oregon: tions, 6401 W. Williams Field 

write, ““When Intel speaks, start. Working on asmallteam — Phoenix. Arizona: Albu- Road. Chandler, AZ 85224. 
everyone listens? means that you'll get exposure:  querque, New Mexico: and An equal opportunity 

The performance of Intel your work will be visible. Austin, Texas. employer m/f/h. 
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Who’s Jim Khana? 
by Becky Geimer 

Becky Geimer found out that its “Great Race’’. two to get accustomed to the course, 

not “who” but “what.” A junior The Gym Khana is an annual race and then take turns making a num- 
in Secondary Education, Becky held by the UW-Madison chapter of _ ber of timed runs. These runs are 
went to her first Gvin Khana race SAE (Society of Automotive Engi- recorded, with the best run being 

this fall. neers). This year’s race was held on their ranking time. There was a time 
A wide variety of vehicles were September 27 at Lot 60, a large penalty for knocking over pylons. 

present to compete in the SAE’s an- — parking lot on the UW-Madison Most of this year’s entries were 

nual “Gym Khana” time trials at campus. Anyone who could pay the — clocked within a range of 1:40.0 to 
UW-Madison. Everything from sleek entrance fee and meet a few minimal 1:50.0. The fastest time was a Cor- 
Corvettes and MGB’s to humble requirements was welcome to com- vette clocked at 1:35.4, this year’s 

“Bugs” and Honda Civics raced pete. The entries were classified ac- slow time was 2:10.7. 

around the pylons of Lot 60 in an cording to the type and model of Whether it is the car, the driver, or 

attempt to secure the lowest time the car. a combination of both that makes for 

around the course. Even a go-cart A course was set up in the park- the best time, the Gym Khana makes 

and a hybrid experimental car ing lot using pylons for markers. for a fun and interesting way to 

showed up to participate in the The entrants are given a trial run or spend a fall afternoon. 
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's it coming or going? This hybrid experimental car is comprised of the front sections of two Saabs welded togeth- 
er. Not ideally suited to racing, it received the slowest time of the day. 
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An unusual entry to the race, this go-cart receives a start from a separate electric starter. 
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The drivers and cars line up across Drivers are required to remove all loose and nonessential equipment from 

Lot 60, the cars prior to racing. 
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[revor Byer’s software 
leph atti takes a hard look at telephone traffic. 

Asa result, calls flow more much information telephone com- terminals, CSAR users in the 

smoothly through the nationwide pany managers needed, and how telephone companies request a 
network. that information could best be variety of reports: from sum- 

Shortly after Trevor Byer reported to them. His responsi- maries of switching system 
came to Bell Labs in 1976, we bilities ranged from software performance for an entire com- 
asked him to join a design team design and systems engineering pany to detailed performance 
tackling a big job. Their task: to field testing of reports and of individual switching systems. 
find a way to determine the training of CSAR users. With a The reports can be displayed 
accuracy, completeness and BS and MS in Electrical Engi- graphically to summarize 
timeliness of the hundreds of neering from the University of performance trends over weeks, 
millions of traffic measurements Illinois, Trevor was prepared months, or longer. j 
collected weekly in the Bell for the job. CSAR is one of more than a 
System. The job was important Here’s how CSAR works. Once hundred computer-based systems : 
because engineers and managers a week all the Bell telephone used by the Bell System to pro- 
at each Bell telephone company companies transmit performance vide better network performance 
use the measurements to assure data from their computers to a and better service to customers. 
that enough equipment and central computer in Piscataway, If you are interested in equally i 
circuits are available to meet N. J. Overnight, CSAR analyzes challenging employment oppor- ' 
customer demands. the information, organizes it tunities, write to: | 

The solution that Trevor Byer’s for use in many ways, including Bell Laboratories i 
team came up with was the management reports designed Room 3B-231 ‘ 
Centralized System for Analysis by Trevor, and stores it for 600 Mountain Avenue ; Fi oe 
and Reporting, or CSAR. Trevor retrieval the next day. Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974 | ¢ i 
focused on determining how From their own computer An equal opportunity employer. 4 , ‘ a 

Bell Laboratories ' i. 
From Science: Service a. , : . f 
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HERE’S ONE ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY 
YOU WON'T GET IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY. e 

If you're thinking about a you'll earn a top salary. Over lwaveorronrunmy Iss | 
i iti 2 NAVY OPPORTUNITY C186 technical position after gradua: $24,000 a year after four years. | ST OR | 

tion, think about this. And you'll be responsible for some P.O. Box 2000 | 
How many companies can of the most advanced equipment | ay Manor, New York 10803 | 

offer you a nuclear submarine developed by man. | egy Hid like more infgemation: = | 
to operate? The answer is none. The Navy also has other | Officer Program. (ON) | 

Equipment like this is available opportunities in surface ships |, same ee | 
only in one place—the Navy. and aviation assignments. If you | a PRS PLEASE CAN al | eee eae ar 

The Navy operates over half are majoring in engineering, math | 
the nuclear reactors in America. or the physical sciences, contact | City State ——— Zip —— | 
So our training is the broadest your placement office to find out | Age—toltege/University———__ 

and most comprehensive. We when a Navy representative will be | sGraduation Date OGrade Point. | 
start by giving you a year of on campus. Or contact your Navy | taj tine | 
advanced technical education. representative at 800-841-8000 : | 

In graduate school, this would (in GA call toll-free 800-342-5855), Phone Number coon Eta | 
cost you thousands, but in the or send in the coupon. | Phe More We Know. The More We Can Help. | ‘ rivacy Act under Title 10, Section 503, 
Navy, we pay you. The Navy. When it comes to | 506, and 310 states that you do not have to | 

8 ae F rw juestions we have as 
Once you're a commissioned nuclear training, no one can give | Sees cee kerma cee come rebar, | 

: ‘i | rately we can determine your qualifications | 
Nuclear Propulsion Officer, you a better start. [_for our Nuclear Propulsion Officer Program. 

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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Our engineers convert \ X pf Xerox is also a leader in processor 
complicated tasks into simple 74 : hb memory discs and drives, 
ones. With just the push of PS un aes “q electronic typing and printing 
a button, Xerox equipment ae ag . and telecommunications? 

works wonders. Dependably. . yl Xerox is a total information center. 
Our engineers’ reward? Success. a y 
And Xerox technology is built ‘ee od Give your ideas the attention they 
on success stories. \ y «A é deserve. Check with your college 

Xerox is dedicated to new ideas. i , Y placement office for campus inter- 
And to our engineers who are 7 , view dates and schedules. Then 
developing them. While our YT A talk to our campus representatives. 

competition cut their v4 Or send your resume and letter 
R&D budgets, we increased A A indicating your area of interest to: 
ours. (By 15%). Engineers at Aa College Relations Manager, Xerox 
Xerox work with almost $1 aq Square 024, Dept. L, Rochester, 
million a day converting the tech- New York 14644, or 660 West 
nology of the future into reality. Artesia Blvd., Dept. L, 
Our challenge of the 80’s. Not : _ Compton, California 90220. 
everyone is ready for it. Xerox | _ 
is. And we're looking for _ is oo Ge xerox part of it. Your future can a 
get off to a great start in our 

reprographics technology . Xerox is an affirmative 
But did you know that action employer (male/female) 

CAREERS THAT CAN’T BE DUPLICATED 
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Pi if i I L Cture yourselt in electronics... 
at Kodak. 

It can be an exciting picture for a new You may work on designing products, 
engineer or science graduate. Because developing components that go into prod- 

Kodak is rapidly accelerating into the elec- ucts, or creating equipment to manufac- 
tronic technology of tomorrow. We need ture components and products. 
bright ideas and fast thinking to help us If you're interested in a career in elec- 
apply this technology to the more than tronics and have a degree with course work 
30,000 products Kodak markets. to match your interest, we look forward to 

That leaves no time for leisurely appren- discussing the diversity and opportunities 
ticeships. You could find yourself immedi- you can enjoy with us. See a Kodak campus 
ately in projects involving microprocessors, recruiter, or send your 
microprocessor controlled servo systems, resume to 
laser writing, digital data processing, an- Personnel Resources, 
alog signal processing, input/output inter- Eastman Kodak Company, 

| facing, opto-electronics, or experiment Rochester, NY 14650. 
monitoring and control equipment. 

An equal-opportunity employer (f/m) manufacturing photographic products, fibers, plastics, and chemicals with plants in Rochester, N.Y. 
Kingsport, Tenn.; Windsor, Colo.; Longview, Tex.; Columbia, S.C.; Batesville, Ark.; and sales offices throughout the U.S.A
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8 designedturntables §; 4; years ago, we designe apts 

to track récords, PoE 
3 

we're designing turntabl Today we're esigning rntables 
to track the sun. 

What you’re looking at is a turntable that measures shark exhibit. The generation of cleeniclly and 
146 feet in diameter — a turntable programmed by simultaneous ability to air-condition makes the GE 
computer to track the sun’s azimuth while concen- system unique. oo ; 
trators track the sun’s elevation. Nine of these tum- Our Sea World application is a test project. It 
tables are being designed to power marine-mammal will include researching ways to reduce costs to 
life-support systems at Sea World in Florida. make photovoltaic systems practical for commercial 

The photovoltaic concentrator system uses or industrial-scale use. 
high-intensity silicon solar cells to convert sunlight Looking for new and practical energy 

LAR CTRRCTOURAREUAL into electric power sources is just one example of research in progress at 
and is under study by GE, We're constantly investigating new technologies, 

_ otf General Electric for materials and innovative applications for existing 
Yas 5 Sy the US. Department technologies — in such areas as medical systems, 
BSA fr ERE of Energy. Parabolic transportation, engineered materials. 

Ure Natticon cel brougas on each This takes talent — engineering talent — not 
Copper tubing carving turntable are formed just in research and development, but in design and 

iS eeemobnenarieeccs of aluminum sheets manufacturing, application and sales. 
SS hy ye SS tcechiler ~=Covered by a reflec- 

See Ae es tive film laminate 
er ON Ses . ‘| If you are interested in engineering opportunities 
SA FF concent They are angled to | a¢‘GE, check your Placement Office or write to: 

concentrate nde Engineering, Bldg. 36, General Electric, Schenectady, 
on a focal line of solar cells. DC power generated by | New York 1234. 

‘i ‘ 2345. the photovoltaic cells will be converted to AC power 
providing up to 300 kw of peak electricity— enough P mereodl 
power to service about 4o average homes. Togress tor Feople 

Water circulated through copper coolant @ 
piping in the solar cell assembly and carried to ab- GENERAL ELECTRIC 
sorption chillers would be used to air-condition a An Equal Opportunity Employer
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